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109. Note on Dirichlet Series. XI.
On the Analogy between Singularities and Order.curves

By Chuji
Mathematical Institute, Waseda University, Tokyo

(Comm. by Z. SUETUN., M.Z..., Nov. 12, 1958)

(1) Introduction. Let us put
(1.1) F(s)=a,,exp(-,s) (s---a+it, Oa,.. ..<a,,.+ oo).
O. Szsz has proved the next theorem, which is a generalization of
Hurwitz-P61ya’s theorem (E. Landau), p. 86).

O. Szsz’s Theorem (O. Bzsz), p. 107). Let (1.1) have the finite
simple convergence-abscissa q,. If lira log n/,, O, then there exists

a sequence {e,,} (e,, 1) such that a e, exp(-as) has , as

the natural boundary.
The author proved recently he following theorem of the

same type"
Theorem (C. Tanaka ), p. 808). Let (1.1) have the finite simple

convergence-abscissa ,. lim log n/a,,=0, then there exists a

Dirichlet series b, oxp (- ,,s) having a=, as the natural boundary
such that

(a) Ib,,l=lal (n=l, 2,...) and lim larg(a,)-arg(b,)[=0
o

(b) arg(b,)=arg(a3 (n=l, 2, ...) and lira lbdal=l.
In this note, we shall establish analogous theorems concerning

order-curves. We first begin with
Definition. Let (1.1) be uniformly convergent in the whole plane.

Then,, we call the analytic curve C extending to a=- the order-
curve of (1. 1), provided that, in D(e ; C) (" any positive constant),
(1.1) has the same order as in the whole plane, where D( ; C) is the
curved strip generated by circles with radii and having its centres
on C.

Our theorems read as ollows"

Theorem I. Let (1.1) with lira log n/a,+ be simply (neces-
sarily absolutely) convergent in the whole plane, and C be any given
analytic cue extending to a= . Then, there exists a everywhere

absolutely convergent riehlet series e, a.,, exp (-L,s) (e, 1),
such that it has every curve C (-r+) as its order-curve,
where C is obtainedfrom moving C in parallel by ir (- r + ).

Theorem If. Under the same sumptions as above, there exists


